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ABSTRACT

Fundamental to military systems assessments and assessment wodela is the
postulation that there are military capability requirements that can be
achieved or improved by some military systems either better or worse than
other military systems in accordance with some predetermined criteria
and/or economic preferences. In order to be meaningful to a decision
maker,,combat effectiveness evaluations must include assessment o- the
information-intelligence-comand-control couple. A cogent example is sur-
veillance and target acquisition. It is axiomatic that any system sssess-
ment model covering such operations must simulate this couple because it
is elemental to the total process of detection, acquisition, verification,
transmission, and response from initial encou=•er through attack. Modeling
of this couple has not been too successful.

The autlur develops and presents four theses addressing the surveillance-
reacl.ion operations wherein the inf-,rr.ion-inelLigence-cLmmanz-contro. l
corple is simulated and linked into the overall ground comb., system, in
order to overcome the modeling difficulty.

The four theses and techniques developed therefrom -- uniquely adapted by
the author to assesasmbnt of systems -- portray the organization and message
process (communications), the decision procoss (the forcing function of
any command system) and a way to link (control) and analyze syner:getic and
interactive system component effects. The system example is the Army --
with demonstrations of present systems and historical systems.

The techniques will successfully provide methodology that can be used for
analysis and assessment of intelligence-command-and-control systems and
processes.
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MONOGRAPH ON INTELLIGENCE, COMMAND AND
_,NTIL ATTRIBUTES FOR SYSTEM ASSPSSMENTS

I. IMIODUCTION AND SUMMARY

This research paper is based on observations of the author 4hich
evoled while he was engaged in evaluations of Army STANO (surveillance,
targtt acquisition, night operations) technology while a member of the
Institute of Special Studies. He was led to research in order to fill
voids and gaps in the knowledge and understanding of the necessary intra-
ble-ding of inteliigence/co=mand/contro. in Army land combat systems.
His developments are expet:ztory in nature and addresses those critical
elements for applicatiou to systems assessment and assessment models.
As a result he was led, necessarily, to develop techniques for synthe-
sizing systems and subsystems in order to gain insight into elemental
and total effects in situ, as it were, in intelligence-command-and-
control system networks.

The paper is organized in this manner: Section II discourses on the
problem as it relates to surveillance-reaction operations. In Section
III the author describes Army's organizational and information systems
using some of Farmer's (Rand Corp, reference 1) communications/decision
network concepts and develops therefrom a method to display and analyze
organizational performance effectiveness. In Section IV he explains
the uniqueness of the intelligence-command-and-control message cycle
vis-a-vis Army contmnication systems, using and building on Farkas'
(IDA, ref 2) previously developed concepts of propertiss of command
transmission systems. In Section V utility theory is used to demonstrate
assessment of effectiveness of STANO systems. In Section VI he pursues
the use of functional block diagrams and "block algebra" to describe
and explore surveillance-reaction systems and demonstrates the technique
with examples using World War I1, Korea, and SEA STANO-intelligence
systems.

II. DISCOURSE

Fundamental to military systems assessments and assessment models is
the postulation that there are military capability requirements that
can be achieved or improved by some military systems either better or
worse than other military systems in accordance with some predetermined
criteria and/or economic preferences. Because materiel systems have
been easiest to handle, most systems assessment models have been locked
in on hardware systems, and the coupling of the system components of



information-intelligence-command-control have not been modeled with any
success0 This problem has to be addressed since it is common knowledge
that breakdowns in the information and intelligence gathering processes
cause breakdowns in the management and control structure resulting in
defaulted missions.

In order to be meaningful to a decision maker, land combat effective-
ness evaluations must include assessment of the effectiveness of the
information-intelligence-command-control couple. To do so an assess-

• ment model must include the following:

.• Information acquisition, transmission, and processing into
intelligence.

.• iformation/intelligeh~e transfer points, decision points,
and decision criteria.

SCommand transmission.

A cogent example is surveillance and target acquisition, or in Army
terms, STANO. it is axiomatic that any system assessment model cover-
ing such STAMO operations must simulate the above couple because they
are elemental to the total process of detection, acquisition, verifi-
cation, transmission, and response from initial encounter through
attack.

Figure I is a schematic of the STANO function and poi'rays necess--y
interfaces.

In the following exposition the author develops and presents four
theses addressing the surveillance-reaction operations-.'three are from
information,. communication, and decision theory--and one from servo-
mechanism theory. The four theses and techniques developed therefrom--
uniquely adapted in the paper to the assessment of systems--portray the
organization and message process (communications), the decision process
(the forcing function of any command system) and a way to link (control)
and analyze synergetic and interactive effects of system components.
The system example is the Army.

III. THESIS I

£he Army's crganization and information systems are canonical; i.e.,
can be represented by a tree which is the canonical form of unambiguous
authority relationships. The most important product of this methodology
is that organizational levels for decision can be evaluated for responsive-
ness to time constraints and time tradeoffs. This is an adaptation
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developed by the author from the canonical description by Farmer (Rand
Corp. 1961*).

a. Corcept. A field army is a canonical (authoritative) organization.
As such it can be represented by a tree -which is the canonical form of
unambiguous authority relationships; i.e., a tree is a se. of points
connected by lines :in such t way that there is one and only one path
tetween any two points, anJ that patb will not be a topological circle.
Figure 2 is such a tvFe.

If the points are considered as representing individuals or sub-organi-
zations called units, and the direut3d lines as authority relationships,
the principle of -nzLy of command places one restriction on the authority
relationship: There may be only one relationship.

A

Figure 2. Tree structure representation of authority.

"It is important to understand the difference between 'policy,' 'direct
decisions,' and 'indirect decisions'; the policy is definitely at the
'top man' position, as might be the direct decision, but the other
nodes, such as 'D' are points of direct or indirect decisions." Direct
decisions might be to use linear programming for the processing of
intelligence, maximizing cost-effectiveness.

A policy is the result of a decision; it is a selected course of action
for which a decision maker is required. For example, a policy statement
may require that detection of enemy movement must be verified by two
different types of sensors. There is readout from two of the same
type of sensors and the information is disregarded. This is an in-
direct decision; it is logically determined from the policy statement.
On the other hand, a policy statement may be that detection of enemy
movement should be verified by more than three sensors. Should a
detection by four of the same type of sensors be reported? The decision
maker is guided by the policy statement, but he does have a decision.

Many points in an organization are often considered to be decision
points when in fact the decisions have been made elsewherei they are
merejy relays for that decision. Contingency planning is used for this

* The concept and description are extracted from Reference i.
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[ purpose. When a specific contingency is recognized*, then a specific
reaction takes place as the result of an indirect decision, not a
policy.

b. Constraints on the Canonical Organizational Structure

In the STANO command/communications/control situations the decision
maker is part of an information process whereby it can be assumed that
the maximum information which can be assimilated by him is I infor-
mation units per unit time and his output is P units per unit time.
Since the organization is canonical (tree structured) it follows that,
in a tree structure,

riI
P

because if r P>I, the decision maker would have more Information
than his input capacity. Where b is the branching ratio (b is always
an integer), it also follows that b must be less than or equal to r.

Two constraints have now been made on the STANO organizational structure:

The structure must be a tree.

The branching ratio is b , r

c. Efficiency and Flow of Information

Since the definition of efficiency is OuLput/Input then the efficiency
of the STANO information system is:

P= 1
I r

Where b X r, then Efficiency! 1 which indicates that Efficiency varies
b

indirectly with b. This is intuitively satisfying.

The primary flow of information in an orgAnization is from the bottom
level to the top, and it is this flow that is restricted by the infor-
mation input rate**.

* Recognition of the contingency is a decision. This decision can also
be an indirect decision by entmerating objective and measurable
phenomena to classify the contingency (a typical STANO situation).

** One of the problems of a high span of management may be this specific
information flow problem.

f, .



If information flow through the 3TANO organization were instantaneous,
the number of levels would be determined by thz restriction of r &nd
b and economic considerations. But there is a delay as the iofor-
mation passes through a node (a point with buth an informati.n input
and output).

Tbo number of levels, h, in an organization with n units and branch-
ing ratio b is then determined bý.

h-I

If the delay of a message at each level is t, then the delay from the
unit to top point would be ht; from the unit to the top point and
bAck (2h-l) t. Thus the transit time will be excessive to any point
if either the number of levels, h, is large, or the time delay, 5, is
large.

If the maximum transit time is T, the maximum number of levels is

-- h.
t

The maximum volume of communication in a unit time, Cmax, in an c-gani-
zation with a uniform branching ratic b and h levels is:

Cmax = P (bl+b2+b3+...bh-l)

Cmax = P • bi (ref 1)
i-i

If a communication, as an average, has a path of d branches, then the
total criginated communication is Cmax/d information units,. The
volume of communications which are then merely relayed is by defi-
nition, d - l/d Cmax. As d decreases the volume of relayed communi-
cations decreases, and the volume of originated ccmmunicationa increases.

The reduction of d is analogous to decentralization in organization. As
the source and the decision maker are separated by fewer nodes, that is,
as the path length for communication is shortened, the total originated
communications increases. Thus decentralization of authority not only
represents a quicker reaction time (since the average total time delay
is (2d-l) t instead of (2h-l) t, but a reduced communication volume.

By means of this relationship d sometimes can be used as an index of
centralization. However, since the number of levels in various organi-
zationo differ, it is most times more useful to use d/(h-l) as the index

6



of centralization. A completely centralized organization would then
have an index of centralization oZ l,,and a completely decentralized
organization an index of 0.

Sd. Multiple Strata Organization

The organizational delay problem can be s•Ived by modifying the organi-
zational (tree) structure by providing a path for information flow
between levels more than one apart. Figure 3 illustrates this by the
dashed lines.

1

II 2

3/* I

A B C D E F H 4

Figure 3. A Canonical Organization With Additional Information Flof.

As long as this is only a flow of information and not decisions, the
principles of unit command and scalar organization are not violated.
The results of ruch an organization will provide that information from
C and D will arrive at level 1 with a delay of t time units. The same
information will arrive at level 2 with a delay of 2t time units. Level
1 hao therefore perception of events before level 2.

When the constraints of communication preclude the use of a s.Uiple tree
structure for orr ,iization, the points can be organized into two or more
tree structures s~ch that the same points may be found in several
structures. Such is the organization of the Aymy. The example in
Fig. 3 is a tree structure of three points, one on level 1, two on
level 4, superimposed on a structure of 15 point-_ on 4 levels.

For precision, each of the sub-struccures will he called a stratum,
and the sum of the strata is the organization structure. A new function
is created for each of the nodes belonging to more than one stratum.
This is a switching function. As informatloo. passes through the node,
a decision must be made on which stratum communication should flow.
Thus creation of additional strata causes an additional set of decisions
for th° node. Furthermore, the path is no longer unique. If decisions,
or dire:tives, are passed down a structure of more than one net, there
may be more than one authority relationship. This violates the scalar
principle and the principle of unity of command.

7
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It is pcssible to have one organizational stratim for information
passing up the structure, one for decisions, and one for information
passing down the structure, roughly following the seeing, deciding
directing functions of STANO and reaction firepower. But this intro-
duces switching problems.

In communicating information between two points on the saa level
in the Army, it is necessary that at least two transmissions and one
additional higher level be used. Most times this form of communi-
cation is inefficient in terms of time and volume of information.
Therefore, it may be desirable to permit lateral corimunication on
the same level. This may reduce communication time and total communi-
cation volume, but ,'-ates multiple paths with attendant aggravatiun
of switching problenms. Informal organization, as it is often identified
presents the primary disadvantage of the difficulty in controlling
communication through the structure. If too much of the commu•ication
takes place in such a stratum then the more formal stratum needs to be
modified. Such modification can be accomplished by means of a reduced
branching ratio, or span of management to reduce the total information
input to any node.

e. Techniques for Exploiting The Canonical Concept

(1) Criteria of Decision. The important elements in the sequential
decision process at the decision making nodes are the following:

OA terminal decision. This is a selection of the course of action,
the decision, which will terminnee at that specific ncde the sequential
decision process.

OA continuation decision. This is a decision between continuing to
obtain information, with attendant time delay and cost, and making a
terminal decision.

The cost of making a wrong decision is discussed in THESIS III*. In
general, obtaining information is continued until the incremental cost
of obtainiLg information exceeds the incremental decrease in expected
cost of a wrong decision. The criteria of determination of this trade-
off point is time-t--time allowable for processing the information plus
time for reaction. In practice, in the Army in the field, the continu-
ation decision is often made through reluctance to make a decision
rather than a conscious consideration of increasing the accuracy of the
decision by using additional time and accepting the cost of additiona!
information. The techniques following will provide insight and evalu-
ation to help understand and use time as the tradeoff factor.

*See pp 17 - 19.
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(2) Anlysis*

CRITERIA Criteria Criteria Criteria Criteria
#1 #2 #3 #4

ORGANIZATI\ONAL blr h, I (2h-1) t or T d/ (h-i)
LEVEL rb t

Squad

Platoon

Company

"Battalion

etc.

FIGURE 4. Illustration of a Method to Display and Analyze Organizational
Performance Effectiveness

As logically consistent t is a prime consideration in the sequencing
process of:

• Seeing

0 Deciding

' Directing

It is also logically consistent that the time available to make an
effective decision and reaction is highly dependent upon the necessary
set up and response time of the reaction means. The commander must
have information of 3ufficient detail, accuracy, and timeliness to
permit him to apply force against the enemy. I and P are dependent
upon the constraints of the means and media used for sensing, trans-
mission, observation, and implementation in the command transmission
channel. I and P are both dependent upon the reliability of the sensing
means and the transmission means.

• Development of this Monograph, not Farmer's.
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As a by-product of the methodology for canonical organizations, optimal
organizational levels for decision can be evaluated for responsiveness
to time constraints. Criteria #4 (decentralization index (d/h-l) and
Criteria #3 (average total time delay (2h-l)t or maximum number of
levels T) are most pertinent.

IV. THESIS II

The reliability of an information message is a decision criterion. The
reliability addressed is twofold: the reliability of the message as
well as the reliability of the transmission channels. When addressed
this way the whole network is then considered; i.e., (i) the sensing,
acquisition and identification nodes, (2) the communication infor-
mation flow and the intelligence gathering process, (3) the command,
control, and reaction process, and (4) the organization to accomplish
the above three sequential processes. Since the function of command
is to cause a desired action, it must be provided with information
necessary to select a particular message from all possible messages.
Thus, the command channel is really addressing one and only one
commnand message to be transmitted. This approach is in contradis-
tinction to the Shannon model which represents a stochastic source
transmitting a large number of symbols on a probabilistic basis. The

author's developments are based on the work of Parkas (IDA, 1965).

a. The concept of reliability measurement generates implicationF and
ramifications in the command and control channels. For instance FARKAS
stated that the design of a command transmission channel which will be
used for only a single message or a small number of messages (the
STANO situation) involves considerations not necessarily the same as
those of a general transmission channel (ref 2). Furthermore, he
also stated that the specification of an error probability must be
carefully considered so that the probability of receiving an effective
message is maximized. This concept of error probability is inherent
in system reliability measurement for when a, device system has a life,
the probability of its functioning throughout the time interval (o,t)
is Just the probability of its functioning at t.

b. Specifications of a Command Transmission System. (Ref 2) The
transmission of command information consists of the performance of
a sequence of events regardless of the media or mode of the trans-
mission. This sequence must be understood for clarification of
several important points*. Given a command transmission system it
must:

Step i. Establish the relative desirability of all possible
results (states) and select the most desired state.

* From FARKUS, ref 2.

10
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Step 2, Obs&rve and/or estimate the state of the system with
no command transmission (i.e., with the null-command).

Step 3. Estimate the action required to achieve the desired
state on the basis of a knowledge of the system's characteristics.

Step 4. Select and transmit the symbols of the message which
will accomplish the required action.

Step 5. Receive the symbols and determine the corresponding
U message.

Step 6. Perform the action specified by the received message.

Step 7. Arriv. at a new state.

c. Distinguishing Features of A Command Transmission System. We
distinguish between messages, Mi; actions, Ai; and states, Xi, by

t considering that a message causes an action which results in a
change of state. Thc state is defined to be any variable in which
we are able to express a cost or effectiveness measure. For example,
if a fire reaction causes a change in movement velocity/direction of
an infiltration penetration, theroby causing a change in the infil-
trators location, we can consider the state variable as either the
changed velocity or location. The choice of state variable is com-
pletely dependent upon the coordinate in which we wish to express a
cost or effectiveness and may even reduce to message or action vari-
ables.

It is not desirable to assume that the purpose of the channel is to
transmit a large number of such commands; in fact, in many appli-
cations a command channel is established to transmit one and only
one command message. AL such then, Shannon's model* which represents
a stochastic source transmitting a large number of symbols on a proba-
bilistic basis is not a valid one. The information measure we seek
should be capable of describing the quantity of information transferred
by a system which may only be called upon to transmit a single message.
Once we have accomplished this, then we can investigate the properties
of the information measure as a function of successive commands.

d. Distinguishing Model of A Command Transmission System. Is it
reasouable to consider a single command transmission system basis for
an information measure? Consider a two-command system in which the

* The Mathematical Theory of Communication, 1949.
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destination can arrive at a state X as the result of a first command
and a state Y as a result of the second command. Two situations mwy
aiise; Y may be dependent on X or Y may be indrpendent of X. If Y
is depend~nt on X, then we may consider an equivalent single message
consisting of all possible combinations of the first and secoid
messages as resulting in the final state, Y. If Y is independent of
X, then it is indeed reasonable to first conaider the itformation
measure on the basis of X and Y individually, and then to consider
the amount of information contained in a sequence of independent
(single or combined) commands.

The model of a command transmission system contains all of the ele-
ments of the general communication channel. (See Fig. 5.) Since the
function of the command is to cause a desired action, the "information
source" must be provided with the information necessary for it to
select a particular message from all of the possible messages. A
convenient mechanism for doing this is to provide a conceptual feed-
back channel which enables the source to estimate the state of the
destination for each of the possible received messages. In this
context we consider a conceptual feedback channel in that ea•i possi-
ble message results in a possible state which becomes known to the
source. Furthermore, to assist the source in the determination of
the state resulting from each possible message, we provide a means
for measuring the system.

The observed coordinates may be the state variablc !Lself or they may
require a transformation (prediction) to yield the state variable.

The procedure by means of which the information source selects the
particular message to be transmitted is one in which the desirability
of each possible transmission is evaluated. We can consider an
Effectiveness Function incorporated within the feedback channel which
assigns a "cost" or "value" to the successive states which are pre-
dicted as a consequence. Considering the Effectiveness-Function, it
is possible that the same value will be assigned to many of the possi-
ble states. For a single command message the Effectiveness Function
depends only on the evaluation of the relative desirability of having
the destination arrive in a particular state. A source is represented
here as a device which, on the basis of the knowledge supplied by the
feedback channel, determines and provides the appropriate message to
the channel. The ext•Ctt of the knowledge which can be supplied by
the feedback channel will be related to the source's a priori un-
certainty to the -esired message.

The most impcitant distinctions between the model of the command trans-
mission system and the model of a getieral communication system (Shannon)
are the following:

12
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I

The source is not considered to be a purely stochastic process
of sytbols only on the basis of 3ome probability diatribution.

V Tie "destination" is not merely a recipient of symbols; it
is an active agent whose actions depend on received messages.

The command transmission system is used to transmit a single
f message in order to accomplish a desired objective, not an endless

stream of symbols restricted only by the probability distribution.

V. THESIS IIII
Decision and utility theories are niost appropriate to systems assess-
ment. The basis of this thesis is, for instance, that there are two
decisic is in surveillance-reaction operaticns: one when it is possible
to measure the riak function characterizing the performance of the
equipment (e.g., reliability of the STANO devices); the second is
when the risk function cannot be measured but must be assessed (e.g.,
underkill or overkill of targets). Two major aspects are addressed:
comand and control and uncertainty, and utility as an effectiveness
concept.

Limitations within the concept are tested for sensitivity to risk znd
subjectivity. The development and adaptation are the work wholly of
the author.

a. Concept. There are two decision areas in such situations. These
areas are essentially related to risk functions. One is applicable
when it is possible to measure directly the risk function character-
izing the performance of the materiel: this is most apparent at the
operator position. The second is where the risk function cannot be
measured but must be assessed. Exact solution of this problem consists
in finding an a posteriori distribution of unknown parameters and sub-
sequent averaging of distributions coptaining these parameters. This
is at the decision making nodes.

b. A Description of the STANO Situation. It Is practicable to address
Army's surveillance, target acquisition and night observation operations
in a discursive manner analogous to Sweat's "A Duel Involving False
Targets," in the OR Journal, May-June 1969 (ref z). For example, a
penetration/infiltration/ambush situation 13 initiated by the enemy
force who chooses the time t in the time Interval (-T,O). The inter-
diction probability is Pk if the defender rezponds with his k weapons
at the time of detection, and it is cJ / < Pk if he responds after some
finite time interval. The defender may or may not detect the pene-
tration/infiltration/ambush at the time of initiation or may detect
"false targets." The probability density of detection of false targets

14



at any time t is ) (t) for all t in (-T,O). The payoff is the
defender's probability of interdiction until t - o (including the
possibil'ty of penetration/etc., at t = o). Ff the defender expends
b's weapcas on a false target or does not expend his weapons when
Lnere is a real target, he suffers a decreare In his interdiction
probability. Thus, the defender desires to respond to a detection
and the classification of the target in a manner that will maximize
the payoff. In turn, the enemy force wishes to select the time of
penetration/etc. that tales maximutx'. advantage of the defender's
tendency to fire at false targets; thus, he desires to minimize the

* payoffs.

c. Proposition. Decision theory, as an operations research technique,
is most appropriate to the STANO situation because it entails measure-
ments of uncertainty and payoffs in the process of interdiction. Evans
(HumRRO) in his study "Risk-Taking Set and Target Detection Performance,"
1965, concluded that, for instance, radar detection performance can be
regarded as a decision task (ref 4). One question that can be asked,
however, is: Are decision and utility theories and techniques suf-
ficiently developed and reliable? The propGsition of this study Is
that they are. The following sections illustrate and substantiate
some of their useful techniques.

d. Command and Control and Uncertainty. The general form of an oper-
ations research model will express a surveillanc!, target acquisition,
night operations system as a function of a set oi variables of which
at least one is subject to control. The general form is as follows:

E = f(xi, Yi)

It is obviouis that surveillance, target acquisition and night observa-
tior. systems and devices all follow the essential )rocesses of communi-
cation and control in their operations. Involved is information as a
general concept, meaning any sign or signal which the organization
could employ for the direction of its activities. The information
might be an electric impulse, a chemical reaction, or a verbal or
written message; very generally, anything by which an organization
could guide or control its operation.

The node pointu. of the process are the decision points wherein sur-
veillance, target acquisition, or night observation decisions with risk
have to be made. The risk is evaluated at the point where there is the
man-machine intertace, (regardless of organtizational level); i.e., man
is at the decision point and is the decision maker. This is the point
where the Jecision maker looks backward to the sensors systems and
forward to the reaction forcea or firepower.
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The types of possible risk are:

• There is the risk of rejecting information when it i3 actually

true.

• There is the risk of accepting information when it is actually
false.

* There is the risk of underkill or overkill of targets.

These risks are ever present regardless of quantity/quality of inior-
mation provided. The degree of risk can be evaluated, however, through
the type and mix of STANO equipment and organization as will be shown
in the following paragraphs.

Measurement of changes in rsk as affected by various mixes and target
importance is the unknown quantity as far as the status of STANO systems
today. Exparts agree that military judgement can assist in establishing
such changes in risk; so can field troop evaldations. But how to is the
main problem.

e. Development of Utilitý, as an Effectiveness Concept. In STANO
objectives there is a loss in effectiveness if an aLcion is taken and
not needed; and there is also loss in effectiveness if an action is
not taken and found later to be needed. These losses are considered
to be losses in attaining STANO objectives and can be used as measures
of effectiveness. This is a utility concept wherein utility is defined
to be the power to satisfy objectives in a preferred mannet.

Basically when utility is a satisfaction (or preferred) value of surcess
(or failure) usually it is possible to compare a number of alternatives
to determine which yields the greatest amount of utility. Possible,
probable, and likely situations can be simulated by devising rational
arrangements of actions. The interaction of these strategies with
possible outcomes that could occur may not be controlled but can be
simulated. Us'nS simulation of strateg3ies with simulation of possible
outcomes, a rayoff relation can be devised in terms of probability of
occurrence atid utility. From these a comparison evaluation can be
made that can provide a "best" choice based on preferred criteria.

Even so, let us examine tbis poetolate a little further. The general
case in utility theory i the ý-ollowirng fundamental relationship:

Eu = uiPl + uz2 + - unPn

where Eu is the expected value of ov,.;ull utility and where o<p<l .
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The total expected value in a chance sicuation is the sum of the
products of probable events and the cost (gnin or loss) of each
of these avents. In a more reduced form thii relationship is as
follows:

n
Eu u'J uiPi

i-I

Considering this fundamental relationship, the specific STANO sitt-
ation can be developed addressing the following considerations:

• Possible validity and reliability of information communicated
by and through sensor systems, night vision devices, etc.

Possible action/reaction to the communicated information.

* Possible effects caused by use of sensors on action taken.

It is obviour that the second and in some cases the third can be con-
trolled but the first cannot.

Considering the first there are, however, only two possible situations
as follows:

. There is actual movement/presence of enemy personnel or vehicles
or there is an imminent enemy threat, moving or not.

. There really is no movement/presence of enemy personnel or
vehicles or there is not an imminent enemy threat, moving or not.

The importance of the target to the defender influences all consider-
ations. The fundamental decision situation remaina, however, in
whether to act or nor when confronted with a piece of information
about the enemy. Entailed in this decision is the question of what
will be gained or lost in terms of the decision maker's objectives
and preferences if certain actions are taken.

This is a "decision n'sking under risk" situation which leads into a
special case of utility theory as follows:

n
U(Sn) -• uiPi (ai/Nk, Sn)

i-l

U(sn) is the overall utility, "ai" is the controlled possible action
variable, "Nk" is the possible situation which cannot be controlled,
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Sn is a strategy of actions, "ui" is the cost in utility for cach
possible action and "pi" (where 0 < Pi < 1) is the probability
of occurrence). This is based on the principle that if we know of
no reason for probabilities to be different we consider them to be
equally likely.

This relationship states in its symbolic manner that an assessment of
effectiveness U(Sn) can be gained by summation ( ) of possible
effects on objectives (ui) times the probability (pi) of certain
effects on the outcome on given actions (ai) provided certain possi-
ble situations o..cur (Nk). This then, can be simulated (game played)
by introducing Sn ((..rategy/Simulation).

In order to use this model we need to have alternative actions (ai)
that can be controlled. In STANO applications there are three possi-
ble actions the decision maker can take as follows:

al ... Do not respond - consider that the signal is spurious.

a2 ... Do not respond - wait for additional signals to confirm.
(Introduces time lag.)

a3 ... Respond immediately.

Then, there are two possible situations that can be encountered regard-
ing the enemy as the result of communicated information:

NI ... There is acLoal movement of enemy personnel or vehicles,
or there is an imminent enem,? threat, moving or not.

N2 ... There is no movement of enemy personnel or vehicles, or
there is not an imminent threat. (False Alarm, Spoof)

Simulation (Sn) can be accomplished by considering that there are
three possible actions and two possible outcomes or 3 X 2 possible
combinations. The steps of the technique are to construct a gain/loss
table and then a payoff matrix.

The utility factors (ui) are fundamental to the whole concept. These
are the subjective part of the proponition and are part of the essential
sLep where rational judgement is apptied. However, this is also the
step that can make the measurement of effectiveners be intuitively
acceptable and have operational significance. The choice of utility
factors is influenced by these basic questions:

. What will be gained by taking or not taking a specific action
against a specific occurrence if that occurrence does in fact happen?
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F What will be lost by taking or not taking specific action
against a specific occurrence if that occurrence does not in fact
happen?

All penalties for mistakes are implied in both questions. Decision
sensitivity to mistakes can be illustrated, as an example by the
following table:

Nothing There Something There
in Fact in Fact

Large Big Action Underkill

Medium Medium Action Overkill or Underkill

LOSS Small Light Action Overkill or Underkill

Unknown but Communicated No Action
a loss positive sensing

to others

Large --- Action destroying

Medium Action neutralizing

GAIN Small Action partially
neutralizing

Unknown but No Action Action Correct with

a gain effect unknow&

This assessment table is essentially based upon evaluation by likely
positive actions and enemy use of their unassailed combat power. It
also considers response vs target importance, and overkill and underkill.
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Evaluating the factor for utility (loss or gain) is then influenced by
the situation and zoncomitant actions to combat the situation. Each
has its own weight of merit: No nmatter what the perspective is--be
it that of the field commander, or that of the planner--the utility
evaluation always is relative Lo some comparison base; e.g., dollars
cost, combat casualties in man and materiel, advantages lost or gained,
overkill or underkill, effects on future possible actions--in other
words, is measured in terms of objectives and preferences and not by
abstract numbers.

Finally, there is the probability of occurrence. One way to approach
this (considering STANO) is to apply the concept of reliabili~y--the
probability that a STANO system will perform its intended mission.
(False alarms then will be considered to ba unreliability, 1 minus
reliability.) MI-es cf equipment/and or organization then can be
applied by using assessment of reliabilities. Reliability data can
be derived in initial phases of development from mataufacturer's
characteristics for materiel, from materiel reliability tests, in
erRineering tests from intuitive reliability for or-anization or
er loyment, and from troop and combat testing.

This is not an oversimplification. It makes use of .ngineering and
experienced military judgment. Ic can consider equipment capabilities
and mixes of equipment--placed in a simulation process tailored to any
threat. It follows that such arrangements -an be field and combat
tested. Further ramifications are that human fact :s (considering man
to be a component of the system.) under various environments can be in-
cluded.

f. Effectiveness. In summary, che model U(Sn) 47 uipi(ai/NkSn) is
J.l

presented whereby STANO effectiveness can be measured in terms of pay-
off relationships. It should be undexatood that the following basic
assumptions govern the validity of this model:

(1) That the STANO equipment is within the technical capability

of the forces to operate and maintain.

(2) That the logistics and supply channelb are adequate.

(3) That man is at the decision point and is influenced by ob-
jectives and preferences.

The explanation of the model in STANO terms is as follows:

Let ai = possible actions that can be taken as a result of information
provided by the STANO system.
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Nk =possible state that cannot be controlled; e.g., the infor-
mation is real, it may be a false alarm, or it may not indi-
cate the true nature of the target.

Ri reliability of STANO s3 item as assessed by engineering andj military expert judgment.

ui =utility evaluation relative to some comparison base; eg.,
dollars c'sst, combat casualties, advantages lost or gained,
future possible actions lost or gained--i.e., in terms of
objectives.,

Sn Simulation.

U(sn) = total expected utility or effectiveness of the STANO
Z system; i.e., payoff.

Zi - reliability or unreliability of the system.

Before any "payoff" can be resolved, however, the following three
tables need to be constructed as steps in the process:

I. Construct a "los- table" where:

(a) N1 ... is the state where there is actual movement of
personnel or vehicles.

N2 ... is the state of a false alarm.

(b) The possible actions to take are:

a1 ... do not respond to the information.

a 2 ... do not respond immediately to the information--wait
for confirmation.

a 3 ... respond immediately.

(c) The evaluation of effect of action in loss in utility of
objectives if the action taken proves to be wrong. Tnese
are judgment values vf the military planner assessing the
effects of actions. They could be weighted In different ways
but they are dependent upon the evaluator's preference or
goals.
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Construct the loss table as follows from (a), (b), and (c) --

Possible Actions

PosSible a, a2  a3State

SN2 ul/N2 u2/N2 u3/N2

II. Construct a probability assessment table as follows:

Probability Assessment

Possible Z1 Z ... Z
state n

N1  RX R ... R

N2  1-Rx l-Ry .... I-Rz

where RX,*Ry, and Rz are reliability assessments from engineering data
and judgment, or user's judgment.

III. Const%",ct a simulation table where Sn represents the possible
simulations that can be arranged. For instance one simulation could be
to take action ai regardless of what the probability assessments are.

Nk
In any case there are (ai) possible arrangements.
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The payoff matrix can then be constructed and is made up as follows:

Col 1. Col 2. Col 3. Col 4. Col 5.
Simulation Possible Loss in Action Expected

State Utility per Probability Cost of'
Possible Action Utility

Sn Nk ui per ai zi per ai U(sn)

which will provide U(Sn) = elements of Col 3L X elsmants of Col 4.

;t ui pi (ai/Nk, Sn)
i-I

g. Sensitivity. Considering the complications of military systems of
men and materiel in the field, and surveillance, target acquisition,
and night observation systems in particular, it is useful to consider
the latter as a subsystem of the first. Addressing this subsystem, and
considering sensitivity, the following areas have to be examined:

(1) Sensitivity to reliability assessment (probability factors).

(2) Sensitivity to utility assessment (judgment factors).

Reliability is a meaningful way to aggregate some of the parametric
measurements in STANO evaluations because it addresses all components
of a system. This is explicitly shown in the fundamental reliability
relationships.
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(a) Series System. Rs -RI x R2 x ... R where 1, 2 .,. n are
components of the system* i.e. R. -t Ri

(b) Parallel- [( ) ( - R2 ) ... ( - Rm)J

where 1, 2 ... m ai• components of the system. ies.
ise Rs "l-Il• (1.- Rj)

J-1

(c) Series - Parallel System. Where there are m subsystems in
parallel and each subsystem consists of n components in series, then:

Rs - (- Rji)

There is a ltnear relationship between reliability prediction and pay-
off expected. This is intuitively satisfying.

Consider that Ei is the expectation of effectiveness, Ri is reliability
or probability of performance, and i - 1, 2, ... n, then it follows
that lnearly: Ei - Ai + Bi Ri where Ai, Bi are constants.

Then the first derivative of Ei with respect to Ri is as follows:
dEi - Bi which means that there is a constant relationship (or slope)

dri
between Ei and Rio Relevancy of this slope to decision is that there
are three areas of interest: (1) the pessimistic (the avoidance of
risk), (2) the conservative, and (3) the optimistic (the risk taking).

Changes in reliability (increases or degradation) will have effects as
follows:

1. The avoidance of risk mode has a negative slope, i.e., the
higher the real reliability of the system proves to be, the lower the
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payoff in objectives. This means that the decision of no response by
Ia friendly forces can influence an increase in enemy forces probability

of attainment of enemy objectives.

2. The conservative mode has essentially a zero slope which
means that the payoff will remain (fo'. friendly or enemy forces) the
same regardless of the real reliability of the system.

3. The risk taking mode has a positive slope which means that
degradation of reliability results in degradation in payoff for the
friendly forces.

The effects of judgment can be evaluated by considering how changes in
tutility alters the expectation. Given that:

uiEi - ui (Ai + BiRi)

then

Changes of utility weighting, then, has no effect on relative payoff.

h. Limitations. Combat operations are operations performed by
people (friendly vs enemy) provided with "tools" to augment their
physiological capacity and capability. Inherent in human factors
analyses (anM operations) is the difficulty in arriving at valid con-
clusions based on group or individual behaviorism measurements.

There is an apparent built-in limitation in the use of the utility
concept for evaluating effectiveness of STANO systems and mixes. The
apparency of the limitation is that reliability assessment or measure-
ment may have quantitative possibilities but the existing state-of-
the-art in human factors research provides mostly subjective measure-
ments besed on judgment and intuition with some induced observational
data. However, this is not all bad: selective experienced judgment
can provide good predictive data relative to reliability of either man
or machine or both.

It is because there are two types of uncertainty--uncertainty due to
ignorance, and uncertainty due to specification of the problem--that
a decision maker considers a whole pattern of successes and failures
in the sequence of his decision concerning human factors and the influ-
ence on operations. If he knows the pattern exactly, he can predict
the next outcome. if he knows the pattern approximately he can predict
the next outcome with some degree of accuracy. (See Churchman, ref 5.)
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The conclusion, then, is that there are two plausible definitions of
probability. One consists of defining the concept in terms of rela-
tive frequencies of a subclass of items in a reference class. The
second is in terms of opinions or judgements. Essentially, the first
definition "grounds" probability in a logic of classes, the second
into intuition and psychology.

Experimental work has demonstrated that scaling as a rating results
in remarkable agreement in judgment accorded by different raters.
The success of the methods that permit a person to express a quanti-
tative appraisal of his opinion has been demonstrated by Stevens
that the methods are feasible (ref 6). Furthermore, Dalkey demon-
strated with the Delphi method that a meaningful estimate of the
accuracy of a group response to a given question can be obtained
(ref 7).

VI. THESIS IV

Strictly functional block diagrams rather than physical com.ponent
analysis are most useful to describe and explore surveillance and
reaction systems. The author's approach is to analog the system
with functional blocks and use block algebra to sense the relatedness
and sensitivity to change between organizational system components
which can be more significant than changes in the value of the com-
ponents. The approach treats the complexities as "black boxes" but
it is not an oversimplification. Effects of aggregating and fragment-
ing materiel, communications, intelligence, and command and control
system components are more clearly saen and understood. The technique
developed by the author from servomchanism methodology is based on
the following:*

(I) There is s sensor that inputs a signal consisting of some
type of information.

(2) There is a receptor that in some manner trdnsduces this
information.

(3) There is a modulator that controls and acts on this infor-
mation.

The author substantiates his development by demonstrating the technique
in networks of blocks representing organizational component3 and command-
communications-intelligence elements and channels for the following
systems:

* See Reference 8 for servomechanism theory of functional blo-ks, The
application in Seccion VI of the Monograph is unique and wholly the
development of the author.
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The WWII and Korea surveillance, target acquisition and reaction

systems.

The SEA surveillance, target acquisition and reaction systems.

An effective and "feasible" surveillance, target acquisition
and reaction system for greater utilization of unattended sensor

Ssystems.

a. Servomechanism: The servomechanism concept is based on sur-
veillance, target acquisition, night operations system within which
there are sensors, transducers, and modulators.

In block diagram form the STANO portrayal is as shown in Figure 6.

CONTROLLER
RECEPTO./TRANSDUCER (DECISION)

input E s)KlGl(s) A s) K2G2(s) e o is) load
(Sens (reaction)

FIGURE 6. Block Diagram of STANO System

In this concept, Kn is a constant factor, Gn is a complex factor, E is
error and is equal to ei minus eo, and Kn Gn (s) weans that the transfer
function is expressed with the complex variable s. A(s) = E(s) KlGl(s

In using this approach the following system determinations can be made
without the clutter caused by component characteristics:

' Frequency response of a STANO system - sensitivity

• Determinations of stability of STANO systems from their open
loop characteristics.

P Presence of nonlinearities.

Finding closed loop responses.

Obtaining a feel for STANO system response due to noise inputs.
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Obtaining a feel for STANO system interactions and coupling -f
components (Man-man, Man-equipment, Equipment-equipment, Orgatdization-

• equipment).

The blocks can repreaent a, aggregate of the total system components

of materiel, organization, and doctrine. Or the blocks can represent
the individual components broken out into their elements as sub-
systems. Or the blocks oan represent the organizational components
and command-communications-intelligence transmission elements and
channels.

b. Discussion. In general, referring to Figure 6 the following
relationships apply:

(1) The overall transfer function KG(s)

KlK2GlG2 (a) - (s)
E

and KlGl (s) A (s)
E

K2G2 (s) - 90 (s)
A

(2) the inverse function - KG "1(s) = E80 (a)

(3) the frequency response function - Lo (s)
ei

I+KG(s)

The general function of a servomechanism is to transfer a signal from
a command station to an output station, usually with considerable in-
crease in power level, and the correspondence of output and input
signals is a function of the cbqracteristics of the components of the
system.

The transfer function of any block may be defined as the complex ratio
of the output of a block to its input. In shorthind notation, the
transfer function is made up of two factors, a constant term ind a
complex, or frequency-dependent, term. The convdnience is to use K,
with suitable subscripts, for the constant factor, and G with suitable
subscripts, for the ccmplex factor. Then in general:

Any transfer function - KG
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KG(s) means that the transfer function is to be eypressed in the complex
variable, s. When the input can be considered sLnusoiadl (KG (jw) can
be used which means the transfer function ;.s expressed in terms of the
frequency variable, Jw.

c. Aggregation. Aggregation is a useful technique. The following
describes how this can be accomplished using functional blocks.

Given the following system shown in the schematic diagram 1. The
parenthetic(s) is omitted for simplicity.

Gi 2

ejiT E ~KlGjj---el 2-!o1  e24 3,It 4H --

00 A- 3

A3F 3

lst Aggregation

Replace the combination K3 G3 and A3 F3 with a single block. This con-

siders feedback # unity, wherein the transfer function becomes KGSI+AFKiG

thus o = K3G3 a K4G4

03 I+A3 F3 K3 U3

The block diagram then becomes the following:

S 9 i2 - Constant

Ei E-w e9 B2 OK2 e-93 KoI 9

eo
2 A
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2nd Aggregation

The above schematic diagram may be treated in the same fashion and a
single block used to replace K2G2,K4G4, and A2F2,

go M K2G2KQG4_ K5 G5

91 1 + A2 F2 K2 G2 K4 G4

Which reduces the diagram to the following:

It then follows that the transfer function is

bo

KG = = KIGIK5 G5

E

and the frequency - response function is

Go = KIGIK5 G5

9i 1 + YIGIK5 G5

Expanding these last two equations gives:

Transfer Function: go KIGIK2G 2 K3 G3

E I K3 G3(A 3 F3 + K2G 2 A2 F2 )

Frequency Response Function: 0o KIGIK2G2K3 G3
Gi i t K3 G3 (A3 F 3+ K2 G2A2 F2 ) + KIGIK2 G2 K3 G3

This shows that thu effects of all components are expressed in tha
solution.
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d. Examples Portrayed by Block Diagrams. The following examples
demonstrate the technique in networks of blocks representing organi-
zational components and conanand-communications-intelligence elements
and channels for Army surveillance, target acquisition, and night
operations systems that were/are employed for WW II and Korea, SEA,
and a feasible system for unattended ground sensors.*

Assumptions governing the rationale of the schematics are as follows:

Sensor input drives the system

Sensor input is the independent variable

Intelligence is constant or the dependent variable; (i.e.,
is effected by a + change or no change caused in the sensor-transducer-
responder chain.

(i) A Concept of WW II and Korea STANO System

COMPANY BN INTELLIGENCE Reaction

,e12 DIV @o

SENSOR - EiIý ~ E i..LjGj K2218 B KG

A2F

A2F2

FIGURE 7. Block Diagram of WW II and Korea STANO System

With this system Oil is driving; reaction is through Division. "Sensor"
is in its broadest context--essentially the "eyeball."

Overall transfer function is @o KIGlK2 G2 K3 G3E I + K3G3(A3F3+K2G2A2F2)

* For derivation of the examples shown see Reference 8, especially
pp 127-134.
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Overall frequency response function is

G__o . KIGK 2 G2K3G3

O I + K3G3(A3F3+K2G2(A2F2+KlGl)

(2) A Cincept of SEA STANO System

BN SENSOR REACTION
DIV (TASK FORCE) 112

GENCE- 1 _]2 2 e83_

eo A2  A3 A3F3

FIGURE 8. Block Diagram of SEA STANO System

8i2 is driving the system. Reaction is through Company.

Overall transfer function is

80 =K3G 3

E I + K3G3 (A3F3 + KjGjK2G2 - K2G2A2F2 - i)

Overall frequency response function is

o= K3 G3

F12  1 + K3G3 (A3F3 - K2G2 (A2 F2 - KlGl)
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(3) A Concept of A Feasible STANO System
SENSOR HN COMPANY Renction

INTELLI- A2 3F
GENCE TTA

90 A F

1 FIGURE 9. Block Diagram of a Feasible STANO System

e12 is driving the system. Reaction is through BN to company.

Overall transfer function is

8o = K2G2 K3 G3

E I + K3G3 (A3F3+ K2G2(A2F2A3F3+ KlGl)) -K2G2 + A2F2K2G2

and Overall frequency response function is

09 K2 G2 K3 G3

8,12 1 + K3G3 (A3F3+ K2G2(A2F2A3F3+ KlGl)) + A2F2K2G2

e. Conclusions. The following is a cursory listing that includes some
of the most crucial advantages to using the functional block technique
of this Monograph:

(1) Provides an effective way to explore for the organizational
levels "best suited" to accept STANO messages for "best reaction."

(2) Provides an effective way to study breakout and interaction3
between organizational components within the message flow process.

(3) Provides an effective way to analyze the effects of centra-

lizing or decentralizing equipment and/or organizational within theintelligence-command-and-control system.
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VII CONCLUSIONS

Within the Monograph the author attacks crucial problems encountered
when analysis, assessment, and modeling are attempted of both the
intelligence-command-and-control systems and the processes within
the land combat systems. Proposed solutions to these problems can be
developed by using the following four techniques used by the author:

(1) Figure 4, page 9 illustrates the first technique wherein
optimal organizational levels for decision can be tested for responsive-
neis to time constraints at an organizational node or transfer point
within the communication and command transmission system. Measures
are based on such criteria as decentralization index (Criteria 4), and
average total time delay or maximum number of levels (Criteria 3).

(2) The second concept (technique) critically distinguishes a
command transmission system within thn general communication system
by postulating that the reliability of a message is a decision criteria
in Jiself. Furthermore the command transmission system transmits a
single messag3 from a source that is not stochastic, i.e. is not trans-
mi-_ing a large number of symbols on a probabilistic basis. The desti-
nation of cmmand transmission message is also not merely a recipient
of symbols; it is an active agent whc- actions depend on received
messages. The message flow is a sequence of independent (single or
combined) messages of information transliterated into commands.

(3) The third technique is established on the concept that sur-
veillance and/or target detection are decision tasks wherein the de-
cisien L'k=. &t the decision nodes in the organizational network looks
backward to the sensors and forward to the reaction forces or fire-
power. The technique's basis is "decision making under riak" using
reliability of the system (materiel plus people) for the probability
measure of occurrence (false alarms being unreliability), and loss or
gain in objectives being the utility factor. The model for the cech-
nique is the expected value whereby effectiveness is measured in terms
of payoff relationships whether in dollars cost, casualties in men and
materiel, advantages lost or gained, overkill or underkill, or effects
on future possible c.ctions, depending upon preferred criteria.

(4) The fourth technique provides a useful way to explore and
"measure" the effects of manipulations of the functional levels for
intelligence-command-and-control operations. It makes use of the
functional block diagrat.u and the mathematical operation called "block
algebra." The specific examples studied were STANO systems whereby
such questious were addressed as the following: Shall STANO infor-
mation be inputted to company and message flow be through battalion
to division and reaction at division (Figure 7, -age 31)?; to company
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wit.h reaction at company (Figure 8, page 32)q; or, for instance, to
battalion with message flow to company and :=ation by company
(Figure 9, page 33)? Thus, the technique provides an effective way
to explore conceptually for organizational levels "best suited" to
accept STANO messages for 'Ibest reaction." It also provides an
effective way to breakout and study interactions between organi-
zational compone-ns"aithin the message flow process, and to analyze
the effects of centralizing or decentralizing equipment and/or
functions within the intelligence-command-and-control systems of "•"-
the Army land combat systems.
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